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A Peaceful, loveful , blissful world

                    An honest, sincere, disciplined society,

A decent, hopeful, useful world

                   Filled with love, kindness and honesty.

INTROSPECTION

 What is the value of that intelligence,

      Talent, strength, wealth , power or fame,

If they can’t lead me and the society

      To real peace, bliss , happiness and good name?

TO  REMEMBER

If  you can’t help someone At least do not harm him,

If you can’t  praise someone At least do not scandalize him.

If you can’t love someone At least do not hate him,

If you can’t be kind to someone At least do not be rude to him.

If you can’t encourage someone At least do not discourage him,

If you can’t save someone At least do not destroy him.

BRING A BLISSFUL CHANGE

Bring a blissful change in the field of education , literature,
art, drama, all publicity  media ,Radio, T.V, and Films –Our
minds and taste will rise higher and there will be a blissful
change in the society.

OUR AIM



Estd. 8.4.1962

Registered  on -19.09.1966

Regn.no – 4619/ 385

First Controller :  Late Padmashri Laxmi Narayan Sahoo.

First Advisor : Late padmabhusan Dr. Kalindi Charana
panigrahi.

Sadhana Pitha : Punyashram, Guhali, Jajpur

Udayagiri Centre : I.S.D. Udayagiri Ashram, Jajpur

Cuttack Centre : I.C.I.E, Bidanasi, Cuttack - 14

Konark : Sovaniya Sikhyashram, Konark, Puri

International Indecency
Prevention Movement

(Registered under society Regn.Act XXI of 1860.
Regn.No 4619/ 385.)

Founder Chief Director – Kumar Bhai
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REVERED PUJYA SHRI KUMAR BHAI, the Founder and Chief
Director of the International Indecency Prevention Movement,
International School of Decency and International Centre of
Ideal Education was a very talented writer, poet, orator, actor,
director, educationist, social worker, leader, philanthropist,
philosopher and guide. All the thoughts, words and activities
of his life were totally dedicated to bringing a blissful change
in literature, art, educational system, drama, T.V.FILMS, and
every department of human life. He devoted his entire life to
promote blissful hope, love, consolation, honesty, sincerity
and noble determination in the society.

He was born on the 8th of April 1947 at Dhenkanal Town of
Odisha, India. His father Shri Shyam Sundar was an Advocate.
His mother Punyaprava died when he was only nine months
old. He was brought up by Smt. Reba Debi; the founder of
Womens’-Education in Orissa and grand father Nilamani Dhal.
He was educated in St.Joseph’s Convent, Cuttack and
Bhubaneswar. He won the School’s best prize Roll of Honour.
After the death of Reba Debi, he went to Bombay and won
best Solo-actor award. He started the Indecency Prevention
Movement at the age of sixteen for establishing decency and
peace in the world. From dawn to night, he was busy in planning
and working for ideal-man-making-institutions, Orphanage
school, Non-Formal and Adult Education, Environmental
Development, Tribal and poor people Welfare Programme, to
arouse Moral Consciousness Programme, Self-purificaton and
World- Peace Programmes of the Movement.

He departed from us on 9th June 1993 at the age of forty
six. But we feel his divine soul is still working with us & guiding
us for a Decent Peaceful world.

Short Life Of The Founder
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Revered Pujya Shri Kumar Bhai , the Founder and Chief Director
who was the talented  writer, poet, orator, actor, director,
educationist, social worker and philosopher got the idea of this
Movement when he prevented a half nacked dance programme
of a girl in a stage at Bombay. He was stoned, but at last he
was able to change the girl’s heart. She promised never to
dance such intoxicating vulgar dance any-more.

He first toured through different schools and colleges of India
and presented high standard instructive but entertaining solo
acting programmes in English, Hindi,Oriya and Bengali and
requested all to prevent indecency in art, literature, drama and
film.He was earning then rupees three hundred per hour for his
solo acting Performance and he was acting for three to four
hours nonstop.

He delivered a message everywhere “Bring a blissful change
in the field of education, literature, art , drama, radio, vedio,
T.V. film and all publication media. Our thinking process will
change and so shall be the society”. Late Padmashri Dr.Laxmi
Narayan Sahoo, a member of the Servants of India Society at
the hearn him came forward voluntarily to help and co-operate
with him for starting laurnchip Movement.

On the 8th of April 1962, which was the sixteenth birthday of
Revered Shri Kumar Bhai,late Dr.Sahoo organized a meeting at
Shri Ramchandra Bhavan, Cuttack to declare the start of Bhai’s
unhealthy Literature,Art,Drama ,Film Prevention Movement. Dr
P.K. Parija, the then Vice-Chancellor of Utkal University, presided
over the Function.

Kumar Bhai toured through out the country and preached his
programmes.The programme was fortunate to have the blessings
of the great socio-moral elite Vinovajee, philosopher and scholar
of international nepath as also the President of India Prof. S.
Radhakrishna and Dr. K.R. Rudhi Great noble persons like
Vinobajee, Dr s. Radhakrishnan, Dr. K.M. Munshi blessed the

Short History of the International
Indecency Prevention Movement
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Movement. Revered Bhai made padayatra through the Villages.
He also introduced Self-Purification pogramme.

Interest was distionctly noticed marked in foreign countries
for the movement. Vulgar unhealthy books, magazines , posters
and  transparent tempting dresses were burnt. In 25th June
1962 Pujya Shri Kumar Bhai sat in meditation, for a day and
realized the aim of his life, Wrote the book “Secrets of life”.
Revered Pujya Shri Bhai decided to first build some real, ideal,
efficient, sincere, determined dedicated workers in different walks
of lite to activise the noble programmes of the Movement. In
1966 the Movement was registered under Societies Registration
Act XXI of 1860. as International Indecency Prevention
Movement.

Shri Shyam Sundar Mishra (Member, Servants of India
Society) became the Controller,Shri Kalindi Charan Panigrahi,
the Adviser and Shri sailen Ray became the Vice-Controller.
Parliament Members were moved. A bill was passed in the
parliament for prevention of  unhealthy vulgar literatures.

I. Opening of Sovaniya Sikhyashram Birth of first Sovaniya
Sikhyashram (International school of Decency) at Udayagiri on
Jan. 01.1974.

II. Second Sovaniya Sikhyashram at Tulasipur Cuttack 23
Sept. 1977.

1.5.1984 Inauguration of the International centre of Ideal
Education was made by Dr. Debendra Chandra Mishra Other
guests were Shri Janaki Ballav Pattnaik,Chief Minister, Orissa,
Smt. Manorama Mahapatra (eminent writer) and Shri Shrikanta
Panda Secretary Smt. Rukmini Debi, W.Secretary.Smt
Satyabhama Debi, Cultural Secy. Smt. Jayanti Debi and P. R.
Secy. Smt. Arundhati Debi of Women’s  Sec. have dedicated
their lives for the movement.

Please write to :

Chairman, International Kumar Bhai Youth Forum for Decency,

To attend All India Youth Conference to be held on 2nd & 3rd of Coming January in

Odisha. Ph. : +91 94371 24572,  Email : arundhati_devi@yahoo.co.in
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DIFFERENT PROGRAMMES OF THE MOVEMENT

1. Programme for world peace and International brotherhood.
2. Introspection and self-purification programmes.
3. Honesty and Sincerity Development programme.
4. Educational Reform and Research Programme.
5. Child-care and Child welfare Programme.
6. International Centre of  ideal Education, International School

of Decency, Vocational School Programme and Sovaniya
Sikhyashram (ideal residential school programme.) Training
Programe for ideal Workers of the Movement.

7. Loveful temple of Divine Children (orphanage with best
educational Facility.)

8. Non-Formal Education and creche programme.
9. Adult Education programme and Youth Conference
10. Women’s Education programme.
11. Women – organizer and women students’ Conference.
12. Training Centre and work centre for poor helpless women.
13. Prevention of unhealthy literature ,Art, Drama, Journals,

Publicity materials, Radio,video,T.V. and Films.
14. Production of decent instructive, inspiring literature,Art,

Journal, radio,T.V,Programmes and Films.
15. Health Education and Health care Programme.(with mobile

Health Centre)
16. School, College & Auditorium for creative Art, Music and Drama.
17. All Religion’s get together International Prayer Hall.
18. Ideal Life Building Camp for students, Teachers and

Guardians.
19 The New Konark.
20. Training centres of Blissful reformation for social workers,

leaders, Administrators, writers Journalists, Doctors,
Engineers, Scientists, Artists, Students & Youths.

21. Research and work programme for economical development.
22. Social and Cultural programme for National integrity and

development.
23. Programme to arose social and moral-consciousness of

people and Education seminar for reformed Education.
24. Environmental development programme.
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RULES  FOR IDEAL LIFE BUILDING

1. I will be honest, disciplined,sincere and noble in every
thought, speech, writing and action , I will never take or
give any bribe. I will never be dishonest.

2. I will not think, speak or listen ill of others I will not participate
in destructive critisims.

3. I will learn the good blissful qualities from others, will make
regular Introspection and rectify my own faults.

4. I  will be humble, polite, amiable , decent, kind & behave
with all humility. I will help the needy to the best of my
ability.

5. I will maintain daily account and lead a budgeted and
economical life.

6. I will not participate in any violence or in any destructive
movement. I will co-operate with easy the constructive
and blissful.

7. I will wear simple, restraint, cotton dresses.

8.  I will not read or keep, any indecent vulgar books or magazines
and will   remain far from bad companions and indecent
songs, dances, dramas and  films on crime, violence and
sex.

9. I will keep my mind, surrounding and belongings clean and
decent .

10. I will write introspection Diary daily and will try best to
rectify  my faults,keep my promises,analyse how my
commitments and programmes  are worked out and do my
daily work in a planned and decent way.

11. I will keep the interest  of the human-society above my
individual or Party’s interest. I will do my best to see the
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poorest that al l ,  special ly the get justice, good
behaviour,peace  and happiness.

If we all accept this self –purification programme sincerely,
the world will be purified and become a better,happier, healthier,
more blissful and peaceful place to live in. We pray to the leaders
and rulers of all countries of the world to introduce this noble
Introspection and Self-purification programme in their countries
and build an enlightened , well built and better future.

WE WANT PEACE

No fighting No fighting
No quarrels or wars

No violence, No violence
No revenge or clash

We want love and peace
We want wars to cease

We want patience and  tolerence
And mental balance

No fighting No fighting
No quarrels or wars

We want love and peace, love and peace
Love and peace

We want wars to cease, wars to cease
Wars to cease

Crores of children and mothers are
Dying without food,

and proper treatment

Millions of poor people are in
darkness and sufferings without enlightment

But Alas ! crores of rupees are being burnt
For preparation of atomic

Weapons and war
People are fighting for ISMS

Losing HUMANISM
And this may lead us to total destruction
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Message of MOTHER TERESA
Dear Bhai,
                  The Fruit of silence is prayer.
                  The Fruit of Prayer is faith.
                  The Fruit of faith  is love.
                  The fruit of love is service.

I shall pray much for the success of your work in the
centre,specially the promotion of clean minds and hearts that
will only praise and glorify God in thinks.

May your centre be an instrument that will promote and praise
God’s Peace and love to everyone. God bless you.

    Sd /Mother Teresa M.C

Opinion of Acharya Vinoba Bhabe

The movement started by Shri Kumar Bhai against Indecency
And for decent life, I hope will be welcomed by the world.
All departments of human-life should be decent. Then only the
Life of the nation can rise higher.

Binoba’s Jaya Jagat.

A Message from London

Dear Mr. Kumar Bhai,
We certainly agree one hundred percent with you that absolute
moral standards such as honesty, purity, unselfishness and love
together with seeking and following God’s guidance daily are
the best ways to change the world and each man needs to start
from himself.

If we all do this with all the passions at our command, our
efforts will run together and we may just be in time to save
crumbling world.

Sd/- Geoffrey Daukes
For Moral Rearmament, London.

INSPIRING  MESSAGES
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Comments and Messages

Late Acharya Harihar Dash

I am sure, all must be realizing the great necessity of this
movement. I hope all learned men and women of the world will
come forward to offer their  services for the success of the
movement.

Though shri Kumar Bhai is young his vast and ripend knowledge
reminds me of Nachiketa(the admirable child who knew and Could
tell all about the secrets of life, death and divinity). May God
bless him with a long life and with a happiness of seeing and
showing a decent world.

Late  Morarji Desai
Former Prime –Minister of India

Dear Kumar Bhai,
I must congratulate you for the spirited determination  you

have for the Movement. In the present society fascination for
vulgarity is increasing and masquerading under guise of literary
and artistic productions and that of requirement by the public
of films in a vulgar manner.

This is great danger and requires to be met with determination.
I wish your success in your heroic efforts.

Sd/ Morarji Desai

A Message from Shantiniketan

It is really a rare fortune for the students,staff  and inmates
of this sacred institution to have the opportunity of hearing
Pujya Shri Kumar Bhai the founder-Director of the International
Indecency Prevention Movement. He was very kind to pay a
visit to our university as a guest of the University Students’
Union.

The inspiring speeches and the psychological  drama “Naba
Yatra”(The New March) staged by Bhai on the 17th and 18th
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evening brought a psychological revolution for self –purification
and introspection among the students and staff of this University.

The auspiscious visit of Pujya Shri Kumar bhai will be recorded
in the History of  Viswa Bharati as a visit of the prophet.

The entire University has deep regard for him and his noble
Movement.

Anil Konar (President)
                                              Viswa Bharati Chhatra Sammilani

Shantiniketan

SHRI BIJU PATTNAIK

Chief Minister, Orissa

This is completely a different type of institution. The educational
system and working way of the institution is excellent. It can
change the future of our nation and build a brighter, happier
future. The noble Movement and the centre of Ideal Education
has impressed me much.

It is the duty of the Government to help such a noble pursuit.

DR. HAREKRUSHNA MAHATAB

I was deeply impressed and charmed visiting the institution and
I also hope anyone who visit will be impressed and charmed like
me. Many years ago, Rabindranath has started such an
educational system at Shantiniketan for general boys and girls.
Discipline is found here like public school and at the same time
Bapuji’s non-violence, tolerance, love for all religions, Life-
Science, social science and Indian culture are taught and
practised here. I appeal all to help in all ways to Udayagiri &
Cuttack, Bidanasi Centres.

NO ONE CAN IGNORE IT
SHRI SHYAM  SUNDER MISHRA

United  Nations fellow of Social Society
Member, Servants of India Society,
Controller of International Indecency Prevention Movement
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The Movement that has been started through the life long
dedicated service of Shri Kumar Bhai, for the prevention of
indecency in all walks of life , deserves the Active co-operation
of every right thinking man. Many great representatives of
humanity, including Buddha, Mahavir, Jesus Christ, Mahatma
Gandhi and Vinobajee have attached greatest importance to
decency endeavour.

 We shall be in the company of the greatest in our land if we
response the cause of the Movement for the prevention of
Indecency. “Handsome is that handsome does” is a saying which
has only to be stated for it’s truth and nobility to be appreciated.
I earnestly hope that the Movement which has gained the
blessings of the peak of our Country like Vinobajee, will proceed
form strength to strength and attain such vitality that no one
can ignore it.

For a New Peaceful Decent Era

I am glad to know that Kumar Bhai is regularly Publishing  two
magazines, one in Oriya ‘JUGASRASTA’ and the other in English
‘The Truth” as a Part of his grand vision for cultural rejuvenation
of the society by Preventing indecency in all its aspects and
forms.

In this respect the two magazines are unique and charter a
new course. They seek to improve our sensibility and aesthetic
appreciation. They also provide glimpse into our rich  heritage
and into the beautiful and sublime. In a way, they seek to open
our minds of the higher and nobler aspects of our being.

When Kumar Bhai at the tender age of fifteen launched his
movement for “Prevention of Indecency” in Arts, literature,
Drama, Dance and other forms of expression he perhaps never
realized that he was touching the top of an ice-berg. The various
forms of indecency in different aspects of modern life are
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expressions of rapid social and economic changes taking place
in the world in general and our country in particular. In our
country the traditional value system is being undermined by our
exposure to the permissive culture of affluent societies of the
west. It is possible for our country to become as affluent as
these countries are on account of population pressure, scarcity
of resources, the danger of pollution from massive industrialization
and inability of commander resources from other countries.
Therefore it is not wise to allow the sickness of the affluent
societies to sap the vitality of our system.

We should have  a philosophy of life which calls for moderation
of wants, for ecological balance, respect for all life, and not a
philosophy which believes in multiplication  of wants and efforts
to satisfy them through an industrial system which produces
aggression, violence, competition, want on destruction of life
and subservience all values to commercial principles. If we seek
to have a social order which is not meant for the affluent few
but for the happiness of all, than moderation of wants to what
is necessable, and desirable, should receive top priority. This
would make it easier to establish peace, ‘harmony, Co-operation,
mutual respect and love. It is really remarkable how it was left
to a young boy of fifteen to draw our attention to this problem,
the other expression of which is indecency in its various forms.

In the story  of the “King  and his new clothes, it was left to
a small child to discover that the King was really naked and he
was wearing no clothes Similarly it  was in 1962 Kumar Bhai
when he was fitten years old discovered the nakedness of society
in spite of the high flaunting modernism.

Kumar Bhai has now realized that the problem is not so simple.
It has deeper roots and it is international in scope. He has not
been satisfied merely with the prevention of indecency but to
prepare the ground for a new awareness so that eternal values
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of life and society are not lost sight of. As he is not only a man
a profound ideas but also a  man of systematic bold and
determined action, he has realized that changes in mental
attitudes can only take place if the new leaders of thought and
action are kept uncontaminated from the polluting atmosphere
of the present social environment. Therefore he started his
International School of Decency International Centre for Ideal
Education which “will teach man from his very childhood the art
and ways of real honest, sincere, disciplined, loveful, dutiful,
blissful living through training and proper building of mind”
(quoted). How to get a steady supply of men and women to
work for the various institutions started on the aegis of
International School of Decency, the International Centre of
Ideal Education? Already a band of devoted and self sacrificing
teachers are working with great zeal in the residential schools
started by Kumar Bhai. But if the ideal education is to extend to
all spheres of art, science and culture, the demand for ideal
teachers would be enormous. With this in mind, Kumar Bhai has
plans to establish Training Centres for shaping ideal teachers,
leaders, Administrators, writers, Journalists, Engineers etc, to
cater to the need of different ideal Educational Centres and of
the new society.

The work is collosal in scope and dimension and one may
wonder how this can be done. But Kumar Bhai is taking small,
steady, sure but significant steps towards reaching his ideal.
During the last 10 years, the progress he has made is really
remarkable. But compared to the stupendous nature of the task
and its far reaching character, the result achieved so far may
be significant but not big enough to create a deep impact on
society. But this is no one Man’s job and no one man’s concern.

This call for a mass movement led by people who really care
to arrest the trend towards declining values and its disastrous
effects. If we want to save our children and grand children from
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becoming civilized barbarians, then the only way to do this is to
re-establish and restore those eternal value of life which can
only give peace, harmony and love to mankind. Therefore all of
us who feel that we should get together and help Kumar Bhai in
any manner we are capable of towards creating a new society.

Dr. Debendra Ch. Mishra
Ex- Vice Chancellor, Sambalpur University, Ex. D.P.I.

xxx
IT IS A STRUGGLE OF INTERNATIONAL ORDER

Shri Ranganath Mishra
Former Chief Justice of India

Shri Kumar Bhai and his team of devoted workers have been
fighting for years. It is a struggle of International order. Unless
the quality of life improves decency cannot be guranteed and
that makes the problem more serious and challenging.

Let us all realize the importance of the cause and extend our
hand of co-operation to the Movement.

AN EVENT OF THE WORLD HISTORY

Late Padmashri Dr. L. N. Sahu, M.A.L.L.D.

1st President of the organisation

 Master Kumar, the founder and chief Director of the novel
but most remarkable movement for solving all national & International
problems by arousing the people to choose the right path, is the first
symbol of impossible becoming possible.

SHRI PYARIMOHAN MOHAPATRA, IAS

M. P. RAJYASABHA

I was impressed with the children of this institution and the
effort tht has gone into making them what they are. The

missionary work is being done by Shri Kumar Bhai and his team
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of self-less disciples deserves to be backed up by all right-

thinking people of our society. May God give him strength to

achieve greater success.

A FOUNTAIN OF LOVE AND SACRIFICE

[For saving the human society from sarrows, violence and

destruction]

The noble  movement which is working to save the world from

the jaws of indecency, illiteracy, corruption, crime, violence,

indiscipline and destruction and to fill the world with real peace,

love, discipline, honesty,  nobleness and bliss is mainly functioning

through the thoughts, words, plans, sacrifice, inspiration and

life-long dedicated service of it’s Founder-chief Director Kumar

Bhai, Though Kumar Bhai is a very talented writer, Poet, dramatist,

educationist, journalist, social-worker, leader, administrator,

Philosopher guide,  and was acclaimed  as one of the best

young Solo-Actors of India, at the age of thirteen,  he sacrificed

all comforts of his life from very young age and gave the message

of a most needful movement and went on establishing institutions

after institution for asocial educational and moral development

of the society.

Some fully dedicated ideal, noble souls offered their lives for

this noble movement and sacrificing Permanent services and all

comforts of lives are working now here from 5 AM. To 10 P.M.

for working out the noble Programmes of the movement and

build-trained batches of real, efficient, sincere, dedicated workers

for building  a better, happier, healthier, loveful, disciplined, blissful

future of the human-society.

Gangadhar Mishra
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How to bring a blissful change in the society

If we really want to bring a blissful change in the society we will
have to change the mental-attitude, thinking-process,  taste
and belief of the people first and to bring this change we must
bring a blissful change in literature, art, journals, all publicity
materials, radio, T.V. programmes, FILMS and in the educational
system from Primary Education. Otherwise the entire society
will be ruined.

TO  THINK

 Crime and violence are rising faster than population.
 We are speaking of socialism but are gradually marching

towards individualism.

 We are shouting for world unity, but small families are being
divided for too much of selfishness. Husbands and wives
want separation. Sons and daughters want separation from
parents.

A MESSAGE FROM GAJAPATI MAHARAJA

May Shri Jagannath Mahaprabhu bless all the students & members
of all the students and members of the teaching staff of
Yugasrasta Souvaniya Sikhyashram. May the Institution grow
and fulfil its noble objectives. It is only a sound foundation in
our spiritual and cultural heritage that will cultivate and ideal
citizen of Bharatvarsha of tomorrow.

Debyasingha Deb

Sri Narar
Puri
20 Sept. 1990
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 Cases of divorce are increasing, casting very harmful
influence on the children.

 We have reached the space and then moon but we have
not reached our nearest one’s heart.

 Some men are gradually becoming heartless beasts and some
heartless mechines.

 Without touch with the humanility We can never enjoy or
realize the significance and charms of human life.

 People are getting beastly pleasures and beastly death for
their beastly actions.

 We are longing and advocating for world peace, but are
preparing for destructive wars and trying to create a
competitive atmosphere in arms race.

 We are fighting for ISMS, losing HUMANISM which is the
main spirit of all isms.

 Without HUMANISM human society is losing the right to exist.
Human-society will be in ruins if immediate effective effort
is not made to save and restore HUMANISM.

 What is the use of fighting for isms or boarders if at last
such fighting will burn the entire world and human-society.

 The human civilization will be under ashes if we do not stop
shrewd-arguments and wars for isms or boarders.

 Let us keep humanism above all isms and the interest of the
human society above all individual, family, country or party’s
narrow interest.

 Let any Party rule any where or not but let it think, speak,
act and Co-operate to establish humanity, Love and peace
in the world stopping the mad-race for grabbing wealth or
power.

 Let all the nations of the world accept the proposal of
introducing compulsory course of the “ART AND SCIENCE OF
PEACEFUL LIVING” and “SCIENCE OF Humanity” Moral Science
in which noble blissful qualities  of humanity are to be taught
and practised from childhood to college education.
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SOME QUOTES FROM KUMAR BHAI

 Success in nobel perseverance comes after a series of trials
and failures but it is sure to come.

 Let all our thoughts, words and actions be constructive,
optimistic, noble and blissful. Then we can search out
greatest blissful success through a series of trials and
failures.

 Never become a pessimist or sadist. You can gain nothing
by pessimism or desperation. You will not be able to do,
what you could have done if you lose hope, patience and
tolerance.

 Close your eyes. Look within, Search for your undefeatable
blissful divine spirit and strength. You will find it and conquer
all failures, achieve real success. Peace, happiness and bliss
in life.

 You can change the thinking-process, taste, belief, living
way and systems of the society by your influential
personality, honesty, sincerity, impressive blissful actions,
noble human qualities, constant blissful perseverance, tactful
leadership and strong administrative power.

 Keep the interest of the nation and human Society above
your own individual, family or party’s interest.

 Oh my dearest ones! Utilise all your gifted intelligence,
Knowledge, strength power and talents in the best blissful
way for the best blissful service of mankind.

 Never waste or mis-util ise your intel ligence, time,
knowledge, strength, wealth, power, talent in unnecessary
useless programmes for harming the society.

 Time is flowing. Time is valuable. Do not Waste a single
moment. Utilise every moment of yours in best blissful,
useful thinking, writing, discussions and works. You and
the society will be greatly benefitted.

 Keep yourself calm and optimistic in every situation.
 Never allow opportunism to grow.
 Keep yourself far from bad companions, bad books bad

magazines unhealthy harmful dramas, T.V. programmes and
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films, bad thinking, bad writing, bad discussions and bad
actions.

 Whatever that is harmful for the Society is bad, indecent
and sin.

 Whatever that is blissful for the society is good, decent and
virtue.

WORKS DONE BY THE MOVEMENT
ORGANISATION

CHILD-CARE:- The organization has opened a number of ideal
preprimary primary, schools, High Schools, Vocational Training
Centre and some special type of ideal residential school for
children where thousands of children are being brought-up and
taught by ideal and dedicated lady-teachers from very childhood.

Orphans and poor helpless children along with those from
established families are given here best character-building
education.

Fully dedicated and ideal lady teachers and workers take all
care of the children and make all possible efforts for the mental,
physical, educational, moral and spiritual development of the
children.

LOVEFUL TEMPLE OF DIVINE CHILDREN (ORPHANGE): Orphans,
are  brought up here with best care and get best food, lodging,
and educational Facilities. The orphans stay here with general
children of established families and get the same facilities. Life
members and full dedicated lady social-workers give all time to
build up the children with motherly affection.

NON-FORMAL EDUCATION:- One hundred Non-formal
Educational Centres have been established  in remote tribal
villages of Karanjia Block in Mayurbhanj District, Ghatgaon Block
of Keonjhar district. Tribal children those who could not even
speak, understand regional language and had no knowledge of
hygiene can now read and write regional language, Hindi and
English alphabates, speak clearly, have knowledge  of  hygiene
and blissful habits and social-law, can do small sums of arithmetic.
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AROUSE SOCIAL AND MORAL-CONSCIOUSNESS:- Meetings,
competitions, cultural functions have been held to arouse the
social, and moral consciousness among the people.

SOVANIYA SIKHYASHRAMS (Schools of Decency): some
special type of ideal residential schools  Sovaniya Sikhyashrams
International (School of Decency) have been established at the
historic Udayagiri of Cuttack District and Bidanasi (Sovaniya
Nagar) Cuttack branches in different places. Those Sikhyashrams
are a conglomeration of the bests of the Gurukul Ashram
educational system. Satyabadi, Basic and modern educational
systems. In addition to mother-tongue, Mathematics, Science,
and other Govt. prescribed subjects English, Hindi, Moral-Science
General knowledge Computer, other vocational education are
impaned to the students from Class I through songs, stories and
plays. Sanskrit and Yoga are taught from Class V and a special
optional from Class VIII.

Ideal dedicated teachers work hard from 5 A.M.  to 10 P.M.
for taking all cares of the students  besides giving them best
education. Top educationists and top officials have highly praised
these institutions and its new blissful educational system.

Unhealthy art Literature, Drama, TV, Film Prevention:

Efforts have been made for prevention of unhealthy literature,
art, journals, posters, publicity materials, drama, T.V. and Films,
M.P.S. were influenced and by their efforts a bill was passed in
the parliament for punishing the  writers and publishers of
indecent books and magazines severely. Now efforts are being
made to move the Government for introducing new law and
strong checking and administrative system for prevention of
production and exhibition of unhealthy video, T.V. and Films.

Production of High standard, Instructive, Literature, Art,
Drama, Songs and Films:-

The organization has its own publication Division for publication
of good books and magazines and has its own cultural centre
for production of instructive, interesting, entertaining, decent,
musical and drama programme, it will soon open it’s own Video
and Film Production Unit.
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WOMEN-WRITERS, WOMEN-ORGANISERS, AND WOMEN-
TEACHERS AND STUDENTS CONFERENCE:- The women’s wing of
the organization is organizing the above conference every year
to arouse the social, moral  consciousness and develop noble
qualities amongst women and inspire them for utilizing their time,
energy, talents and power for building a decent, disciplined,
loveful society.

Creche and women’s Training Centres:-

Creche centres are working  for taking special care of the
working-women and training centres have been established to
train poor helpless women in different fields for a brighter future.

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF DECENCY AND
INTERNATIONAL CENTRE OF IDEAL EDUCATON:-

This Centre is established  for research work and practical
training to build batches of real ideal efficient, honest, sincere,
dedicated teachers, social-workers, leaders, administrators,
doctors engineers, writers, journalist, artists, teachers, scientists
those who will give new blissful-leadership and bring  blissful-
reformation in different departments.

The Centre will have the following sections and institutions
for all round educational-development.

(a) Satyabadi Hostel and Gurukul Ashram Yoga Centre,
(b) National Hostel and Educational Institute for National

integrity.
(c) International Hostel and international School for World-

peace.
(d) All Religions Prayer Hall.
(e) Tower of Humanity and international Brother hood.
(f) Creative Theatre and educational Film Centre.
(g) Park of Silence.
(h) Silence Clubs for peace.
(i) Agricultural Training Garden
(j) Handicraft House
(k) Medical Training Camp.
(l) International Youth Conference.
(m) Seminars on New Educational System
(n) Creative Art, Music and Drama College.

(o) International Research Library, and Sanskrit Library.
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(p) Technical training Centre.  (q) Sports Centre for discipline
and health. (r) Training Centres for ideal teachers,
Administrators, Leaders, Writers Engineers, Doctors,
Journalists. (s) Publication Division.

(t) International Seminar Hall, Youth Conference, Education
Seminar.

(u) Children’s creative theatre and educative film exhibition
Hall.

An Humble Appeal
We humbly appeal to all our brothers and sisters of the world

to become a member of this Noble movement and accept the
perseverance of Introspection, Sel f regulation and sel f
purification.

We humbly appeal to all leaders, social workers and heads of
Governments of the world to take kind steps to liven this noble
movement of introspection, Self-purification, World Peace and
International Brotherhood in their countries and to make strong
legislation with strong administrative arrangements for preventing
crime, violence , indecency and develop decency in literature,
art, drama,all publicity media, radio,T.V, video and films. Let us
keep Humanism above all isms.

We humbly appeal to all Writers,Journalist, Artists,producers,
Directors, Educationists, Scientists, men and women of all
departments for becoming active members and for co-operating
us to inspire all to utilize  each one’s gifted intelligence,
strenghth, wealth, knowledge, power and talents for the blissful
service of mankind.

NEW PROGRAMMES
Doctor Goes to Homes and Health Education Programme

(New Programme) : The organization has decided to take up
three new programmes. It will have a very clean, well-furnished
Dispensary where poor and helpless people will be given first
preference for treatment and a MOBILE MEDICAL UNIT which
will  take up certain areas for health-education, health check-
up, stool-urine and blood examination, cleanliness and healthy
–habit-formation programme and go to every home of certain
villages regularly for the same.

Old-Day-Home (Evening sun,Sandhya Surya): Today’s
evening sun after a day’s of hard work, will rest for the night.
Again it will become tomorrow’s morning sun. This old days’
home will be a peaceful, loveful resting place and house for old
men and women.
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New Konark :- The plan for establishing  a New Konark of
ideal Life Building  at the famous International tourists spot
“Konark” has been prepared. It will have a gate-way like Konark
mukhasala and a big temple-pattern hall on walls of which lives
and noble-sayings of great noble men and women will be carved
and painted by new young and old artistes of Orissa. International
prayer Hall, Research Library. Geography House, History House,
International Seminar Hall. Writers’ Room, meditation Room, camp
and Hostel For Students-Teachers and  Guardians for mind-
building will be the other attractions here.

CHILDREN PARADISE

Smile  smile Oh boys and girls

              Smiling face will cheer others,

Loving smile and cheerful face

TINKLE TINKLE LITLE BELL

Tinkle tinkle little bell

Sing a merry song

Think before you do anything

What is right what wrong

Think and judge before you act

Understand your duty.

Don’t be charmed by outer show

Search for inner beauty

Behave with others, as you would like

Others behave with you

You will reap as you have sowed

Idle dreams are never true

Don’t expect to pluck my boys

Grapes from bamboo trees.

Never go to desert on Summer

To search for cooling  breeze.
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I WILL CREATE

I will creates a new era, I will be sincere and honest
To bring peace to the world, I will try my very best

I will never horm any one, I will serve the human race
I will speake ill of none, I will have a smiling face.

BE GOOD
Be good do good and make other’s good

Thish is the message of God
you can Never do a single bad deed

if you really love the Lord

WOMEN’S HEAVEN
Oh women!

You are  the eternal spring of affection

Filled with sacrifice and tolerance

You  can  win every heart with your

Love, sacrifice and perseverance

You  are the loving mother

The playing sweet sister and daughter

You are the charming friend and guide

You are man’s divine-life‘s  partner

You have tremendous influence over man

You can change all men and the world

You can make this world, hell or Heaven

And can give every heart a new fold.

HOW TO BUILD A BLISSFUL, PEACEFUL LIFE

1. Think, judge the last result of every action and then act.
2. Regulate your mind and instincts. (Best blissful happiness
lies in this regulation.) 3. Be humble but smart, active and
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determined in your noble ideology. 4. Be honest, just,
disciplined and sincere in every work.  5. Never take bribe
or cheat anyone 6.  Do the works of the poor and needy
people first and help them to the best of your ability with
due respect. 7. Be polite and amiable. 8. Pray for self-
purification and for bliss, peace and happiness of the world
in the morning, evening and at bed time. 9. Prepare a
routine for your different works at home and outside. 10.
Never think, speak or hear ill of others. Never harm anyone.
11. Learn the good-qualities from others 12. Make regular
introspection, find out your own faults and rectify them.
13. Wear simple restraint dresses (our members  wear white
restraint cotton dresses everywhere except in place where
khaki, black or coloured dresses are required.)  14. Do not
see unhealthy harmful intoxicating dramas, opera dances
or films. Do ot hear such songs or dramas. Do not read
vulgar harmful books or magazines, 15. Do not keep vulgar
intoxicating photographs, art or calenders at home or
office. 16. Be far from bad companions, ill-attractions,
harmful-discussions, harmful-works and bad-habits. 17. Do
not smoke or drink liquor or take beetle, tobacco or opium
or any kind of intoxication. 18. Have always constructive,
blissful, thinking discussions and actions. 19. Keep daily
account, prepare a daily and monthly budget and spend
accordingly. Be economical and never increase or create
artificial wants. 20. Sacrifice  atleast five  percent of your
income and comfort for  the poor and needy. 21. Be
labourious and work hard for the improvement of the nation.
Do not waste   a moment in unnecessary or harmful
discussions and thinking. 21. Play or do exercise and
gardening daily in scheduled time. 22. Read and write
constructive inspiring stories, poems, articles and prepare
instructive, heart-touching, entertaining programmes in
your leisure hours. 23. Behave well and speak and  work
with a smile. 24. Observe blissful tact and skill to regulate
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and build others. 25. Spend your leisure hours to inspire
others  to accept this perseverance of regular Introspection
and Self-purification through letters and  discussions. 26.
Be contented  with what you have got. Do not have greed
for wealth, fame or power. 27. Try your best to improve
and do the best.  Rest is on God. 28. Never get harashed,
never lose your temper or never become violent. 29. Think,
talk  and act calmly. 30. Pay respect to superiors  and
take sincere care of old-ones. 31. Love all, feel for all and
work for world-peace. Never speak ill  of any religion  or
sect. Pay respect to every religion and noble pursuit and
co-operation all noble constructive works but be far from
harmful destructive works of any institution. 31. Keep your
home, office, work-place, surroundings, dress and
belonging neat, clean and tidy. 32. Write Introspection
Diary daily and note down your faults in secret symbolic
language and important facts, promises and Programmes.
Try to lessen and rectify your faults.

Those who agree to obey the above rules and become
members of our Self-purification Programme can apply for
membership with name, age, address, profession, aim of life,
and other information in plain paper.

HOW UNHEALTHY LITERATURE AND FILMS HAVE
HARMED OUR SOCIETY.

From a survey report it has been found  that unhealthy vulgar
literatures and films have created a very low and harmful taste
among the youngsters  and people and have lead them to all
sorts of crime, barbarism, sex-perversion, painful dangerous sex-
diseases, weakness, robbery, smuggling, drinking, revenge, greed,
mis-spendings, murders and suicide.

Harmful bad thoughts and vulgar fashions are circulated swiftly
through unhealthy literature and films.
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Outward showiness and vulgar fashions that arouse
temptation in a vulgar manner have increased.

Depth of love and understanding have decreased. Love is
wrongly portrayed, so life is gradually becoming love-less,
business-oriented and artificial.

Thirsts are created but not quenched. So man is losing
concentration in studies, duties and noble works and is becoming
mad to quench his thirsts in unlawful, harmful ways which leads
to more dissatisfaction and frustration at the end.

A dacoit has confessed that his sardar often says “We shall
take revenge  like Sholay”. Sholay is a well-known film in which
mass murder of the entire family including small children was
shown  for taking revenge on a dutiful Police-Officer.

Some smugglers have admitted that they got the idea of
smuggling and learnt the art of smuggling from films.

Young educated bank-robberies admitted in the court that
they learnt bank robbery from English films. Some students raped
their teacher and some their cousins after seeing hot films.

Many many brilliant students and children admitted that they
started drinking liquor to forget their sorrows as in most of the
films they see that the heroes or a good man starts drinking
when ever any sorrow comes in their lives.

We humbly pray to the Prime Minister and the Ministry of I&B
to verify and censor the story, scenarios, dresscharts, dialogue,
lyrics and directional  scripts of FILMS once before production
so there will  be no question of loss of money.

If our Prime Minister, Chief Minister, other minister and officers pay
surprise visits to different areas and different Govt. offices, shops,
schools, college, hospitals, know the real problems of the people there
and take immediate strong effective actions honestly, insincerity,
injustice, corruption, adulteration, oppression, laziness, sorrows and
problems will surely decrease and we will have a better, happier, healthier,
disciplined, loveful, blissful and peaceful society.

-Shri Kumar Bhai
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WHAT IS TRUTH

It is very hard to know what is real Truth, First please find out
and know what is Truth.

We all generally say in our local language “Light is burning’’
but actually light is created when something burns, It may be
match-stick or an electric bulb.

A man, without humanity and regulation cannot be called a
man.

A man does not commit crime. His unbuilt, uncared mind, im-
proper education and irregulated beastly instincts force him to
do crime.

Much importance is now being given for physical development
and development of examination oriented education of our chil-
dren and students, but mental and moral development has been
neglected. So we are becoming educated and wel l-dressed
beasts.

We have reached moon and the space but we have not
reached our nearest one’s heart.

There are wars for so many isms in the world now but where
is humanism ? (the main original strength of human being)

Without humanity how can a humanbeing except to realise
the charms and significance of human-life ?

Beastly desire can lead only to destructive transitory beastly
pleasure.

With pretence how you except to enjoy the divine charm of
reality ?

What ever that is real blissful for the society is punya or vir-
tue. What ever that is real harmful for the society is papa or sin,
(Please think why the word “REAL’’ is added)

An angry man is running to murder a man who is hiding near
you. The truth there is that a man’s furious anger is going to
murder a man, not the man It is your duty there to try your best
to save the hiding man from being murdered, save the angry
man from anger and from the great sin-of murder. Neither anger
nor murder is blissful or accepted as Truth.

Salvation remains far from the man who runs after salvation
because desiring own salvation is selfishness and no salvation
can come through selfishness.

When a man forgetting his own comforts prays and works for
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the peace, happiness and salvation of the society “Salvation’’
comes to him unasked.

God has given thirst  and hunger to every one. There is no sin
in quenching your thirst or hunger but you must quench the same
in an unharmful, blissful, regulated way. So that society will not
be harmed Rather you will get more strength and calmness for
best blissful service of mankind.

Without regulated mind, honesty, sincerity and hard labour
no economical or social development can be expected.

We speak of socialism but are gradually marching towards
indivisualism.

One Hippie once said to me after hearing my speech “We
thought we are most sexy and sex-free but now I feel we have
become sexless diseased and bound in chains of bad habits’’.

Less knowledge on “Reality’’ is the cause of this mad race
after opportunism, shrewdness, vulgar fashions, out-ward showi-
ness.

When man doesn’t get good healthy food to eat he takes
whatever is available. Even highly qualified people are bound to
eat adulterated food or food stuff.

What do you mean by advancement ? Indiscipline, shoutings,
unlawfulness, desiring maximum comfort with minimum labour or
no labour, out-ward showiness, vulgar fashions, sex-perversion,
diseases for unrestraint l ife and adulterated food, separations,
pretence, deceivings false-vanity, greed for wealth and wars for
power, frustration and mad march towards self destruction ?
Please think deeply and change your way of thinking and l iving.

IF I HARM OTHERS
If I harm others I will be harmed,
If I love honesty, I will be loved
If I hate others, I will be hated
If I cheat others, I will be cheated
If I blame others, I will be blamed
If I defame others, I will be defamed
If I help others, I will be helped
If I slap others, I will be slapped
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THE SONG OF HOPE

The night will never remain forever
It will go when the Sun is up

The storm will never go on forever
After some time it will stop.

The rain will never go on forever
The sky will be surely clear

The darkness will never continue forever
The full moon will appear

Selfishness will never reign forever
Sacrifice will rule one day

Sorrows will never last forever
Time will make you gay.

NEVER GET DESPAIRED

Never get despaired
Never lose tolerance

Never get harashed
Never lose patience

The Morning will come
The night will be over

The darkness will go
With the sun power

Success will come
In all noble pursuits

Through a number of trials
And a number of efforts

Victory is sure
In all noble pursuits

Through a lot of struggles
and a series of defeats
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Change according to need

4.30 A.M. : Meditation, Prayer

5.00 A.M. : Going to toilet,  Brushing teeth.

5.20 A.M. : Exercise, Yogasana/ Morning walk.

5.30 A.M. : Cleanings, Making rooms tidy.

6.00 A.M. : Bath.

6.15 A.M. : Pay respect (Pranam) to superiors.

6.20 A.M. : Diary reading.

6.25 A.M. : Breakfast.

6.45 A.M. : Get ready for days work. Discussion.

7.00 A.M. : Study/Go to work/Home work or Office.

7.05 A.M. : T.V. News/ Read News paper.

8.05 A.M. : Study/ Other works/ Leave for office.

9.05. A.M. : Meal before going to school or college or work
place.

10.00 A.M.to 4 P.M.- School/college/office/ place of  work/House
work.

4.30 P.M. : Reach home, Tiffin.

4.45 P.M. : Games/Walk/Gardening.

5.45 P.M. : Gardening/Marketing.

6.30 P.M. : Evening Prayer, Family discussion.

7.00 P.M. : Study/Home work.

9.00 P.M. : Radio News./T.V. News.

9.50 P.M. : Dinner.

10 P.M. : Write Diary, Night Prayer, Go to bed.

AN IDEAL ROUTINE



My dear Brothers and Sisters of the World,

Crime and violence are rising nine times faster than population
and the world is under the threat of Atomic wars and total
destruction. We are shouting and fighting for isms kil ling
humanism. Our greed and thirsts are increasing .We have
regulated spacecrafts but have failed to regulate our instincts.
We are speaking of socialism but are marching towards selfishness.
We are mad after Cricket, T.V, Vedio , indecent films, intoxications
outward showiness forgetting our noble human duties.

If  we want to save the world from violence, indecency, corruption,
crime, Wars and destruction we will have to bring a blissful change
in educational system, Administrative system, literature,
journalism, Art, Radio, Vedio, T.V and films for Changing our
thinking process,mental attitude, belief and taste and will have
to accept the Perserverance of introspection and selfpurification.
Our movement is working for this.

Most humbly I pray for every ones help and co-operation. With
all affection.

Your affectionately

KUMAR BHAI

Contact :
Chairman, International Kumar Bhai Youth Forum for Decency
E-159, 3rd Floor, G.K. Part-I, New Delhi - 110048
Udayagiri Ashram, Chandia, Jajpur, Orissa, India
Phone : +91-94371-24572, +91-9810-164624 web : sovaniyaiipm.com
e-mail : arundhati_devi@yahoo.com, arundhatidebi@gmail.com

May all live in divine peace
PERSEVERANCE COTTAGE

Cuttack -8,Orissa.



Smt Sarada Debi giving blessings to the
students of Debasishu.

Padmashree Tulashi Munda Praising the
movement of Pujyashree Bhai, in the

Edn.Seminar 2010.

Dr.Prasanna Patasani (M.P) member of
the Movement addressing in the world

Peace March.

 Students of Udayagiri Sikhyashram
receiving Sishu Prativa and Unicef Award
from Ministers and Unicef Representative.

 Master Bidu Bhushan (a research
scholar) receiving Award in the Youth

Conference.

Helping hand  and consolation to the
severe fire accident affected people of

Kanapura, Odisha, by I.I.P.M.

The Decency Flag hoisting occasion,
on 1st January.

Freedom fighters are honoured by the
movement on the

Independence day 2010.



S.N.Suba Raoji, Addressing the youth
conference. In the side A. Debi,

Dr. Sujata Acharya & R. Debi

 Smt. Satyabhama Debi addressing in
the National Education Seminar.

Prayer Meeting and Raja Utsava in
Jajpur Subjail for blissful change.

 World Peace March.

 A play by the Students of C. Sovaniya
Sikhyashram.

Education Secy. Mr. G. Dhal with the prize
winner students of Sovaniya Sikhyashram

in Sishu Prativa Utsav, Bhubaneswar

 Sankirtana and interesting play by the students of  Sovaniya Sikhyashram on moral
science conducted by Smt. Jayanti Debi.




